Residential Infill Project
Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #4b Agenda – DRAFT
December 1, 2015 | 6:00 – 8:30 PM
1900 SW 4th Avenue | Room 7A (7th Floor)
Meeting objectives:
 Finalize the discussion for the SAC project parameters
 Review the takeaways from the neighborhood walks.
 Create shared understanding of constraints and opportunities for narrow lot infill
development
1.

Welcome and Meeting Intro (Anne Pressentin, Facilitator)
6:00 pm
-Announcements
-Introduction to Facebook SAC Group Forum (Todd Borkowitz, Planner)
-Review minutes from Mtg 3 (November 3) and Mtg 4a (November 17)

2.

Project parameters (Sandra Wood, Planning Manager)

6:15 pm

3.

Neighborhood walks debrief (Julia Gisler, Public Involvement)

6:35 pm

4.

Public outreach plan (Julia Gisler, Public Involvement)

6:45 pm

5.

Narrow Lots/Lot Confirmations (Time Certain)
7:00 pm
Presentation (Morgan Tracy, Project Manager)
Discussion and Exercise (SAC)
Members will be asked about situations and areas where narrow lot
development is most appropriate. Additionally, the SAC will be asked to
discuss form and scale treatment preferences for development on these lots.

6.

Public Comment

8:15 pm

7.

Wrap up/Adjourn (Anne Pressentin)

8:25 pm

Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #3 Summary Minutes DRAFT
Date: Tuesday, November 3, 2015
Time: 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Location: 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 2nd Floor – Room 2500
SAC Members in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, John
Hasenberg, Marshall Johnson, Emily Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Maggie McGann, Rod Merrick,
Mike Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro, Danell Norby, Vic Remmers, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eli
Spevak, Teresa St. Martin, Barbara Strunk, David Sweet, Eric Thompson, Garlynn Woodsong,
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Mary Kyle McCurdy, Rick Michaelson, Douglas Reed, Young
Sun Song, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Joe Zender (BPS), Sandra Wood (BPS), Morgan Tracy (BPS),
Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Desiree Williams-Rajee (BPS), Tyler Bump (BPS), Mark
Raggett (BPS), Pei Wang (BPS), Kristin Cooper (BDS), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues), David
Hyman (DECA Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Constance Beaumont, Ruth Adkins, Robin Harman, Manfred Grabski,
Merrilee Spence, Doug Klotz, Nick Sauvie, Terry Griffiths, Melanie Pascual, Alex Golez, Ben
Bortolazzo, Merilee Karr
Meeting Objectives:
•
•

•

Adopt the SAC charter
Create a shared understanding of the relationship between the Comprehensive Plan’s
guiding principles for equity, the City’s growth and investment strategies, and the
Residential Infill Project
Learn about and discuss other cities’ examples and some Portland historical examples of
Alternative Housing Options, identify other options and preferences

Abbreviations: Q = Question; C = Comment; R = Response (staff)

WELCOME AND MEETING INTRODUCTION
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) thanked SAC members for their attendance,
identified the meeting objectives (see above) and communicated basic logistics.

ADMINSTRATIVE ITEMS
SAC disclosure statements
Disclosure statements were received, however eight SAC members have yet to submit their
forms. City staff sent a follow up reminder email to those SAC members.
Meeting #2 and #2a Summaries
Anne Pressentin asked if SAC members had questions or suggested edits.
C: It is not clear from the summaries about who is deciding on the project scope and what that
scope is.
R: City staff will be addressing; this may be made clearer with the parameters update
discussion.
Anne indicated that based on this input from SAC members, City staff will finalize Meeting #2
and #2a summaries.
Review and Adopt Revised SAC Charter
Anne reviewed SAC member suggested edits on the latest version of the SAC charter. They
include:







Correct “had” to “has” in first line (typo)
Delete “to improve controls” from Section I.A., paragraph 4, line 1. The original wording
assumes an outcome.
Add “at least” to Section III.D, paragraph 1, line 1 to indicate the members are likely to
have more meetings.
Added clarifying language to Section III.D paragraph 2. The added language was the
same in intent as the “Ground Rules” agreed to by the committee at the Oct. 6 (#2)
meeting. This edit prevents duplication in the document.
Revised language in III.D. (3) “Speak respectfully, and briefly; and non-repetitively limit
repetitive comments.”

Anne suggested that SAC members vote on the charter using: 1) five fingers for support; 2)
three fingers for ‘not ideal but I can live with it; or no fingers for ‘I can’t live with it.
Q: Was the SAC’s project scope going to be included within the charter?
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R: Anne made the following suggestions: Add “The SAC will meet to discuss issues identified
in Work Plan and Project Parameters documents. each Each” to Section II, paragraph 2,
after “2017.”
Q: Can the meeting agenda move on?
R: Yes.
By a show of fingers and the lack of any member opposing, SAC members voted to adopt the
charter as amended.
Parameters Update
Supervising Planner Sandra Wood (BPS) provided an update on items ‘in’ and ‘out’ of the SAC’s
project scope. Many SAC members want to discuss density and revisit the decoupling of density
from minimum lot sizes. This will be discussed in an upcoming SAC meeting. Sandra indicated
that she and other City staff believe that they and SAC members are closer to agreement than
may be perceived.
Q: Is the decoupling of density from minimum lot sizes not open for discussion? I hear you
saying those are givens and we are going to discuss the givens, but not change them.
R: It is important for all SAC members to fully understand the issues around the flexible lot
size requirements that were added as part of the 2002 Land Division Code rewrite, and to
be able to clearly distinguish between lots in new land divisions (which meet current density
standards) and historically created lots (which may or may not).
Q: Will you please clarify whether or not if at SAC Meeting #4 (December 1, 2015), infill –
particularly small lots in the R5 zone created through land division – will be discussed?
R: The lot size requirements for land divisions in the R5 zone is off the table but City staff
will communicate the reasons for why that code flexibility was added as part of the land
division code rewrite in 2002. However, lot width will be discussed.
C: The SAC does need to talk about some key principles regarding lot sizes with City staff. There
are some staff-declared non-negotiable items that some SAC members see as unacceptable.
R: Not all members of the SAC understand the nuances related to land divisions; City staff
needs to communicate these for members to fully understand the breadth of the issue, and
to clearly distinguish between lot size issues in Land Divisions, and lot size issues in Lot
Confirmations.
Q: Can these items be open to SAC discussion after City staff completes this
communication?
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R: This would be a question for the Mayor as any related code changes to land
division regulations would demand additional budget, the collaboration with and
support of multiple other City bureaus and would extend the project timeline.
Q: Can the SAC move on so that discussion on alternative housing options happens at 7:05pm,
per the agenda?
R: Yes.
C: If the SAC is adamant that additional issues need to be addressed, they can advance these
concerns through recommendations as part of this process so they won’t be lost.

THE BIG PICTURE
Chief Planner Joe Zehnder (BPS) gave a presentation to contextualize alternative housing
options within the achievement of broader City objectives, specifically in regards to key
organizing principles on growth and investment that comprise Portland’s Recommended
Comprehensive Plan.
Link to Joe Zehnder’s presentation: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/552038
Key Points





Portland’s Recommended Comprehensive Plan is slated for adoption by City Council in
July of 2016. The periodic update, is the Comprehensive Plan’s first overhaul since 1980.
80% of the projected 2035 population increase is forecasted to be located in Central City
and centers and corridors (commercial and multi-dwelling zones in centers and
corridors).
20% of the project growth is forecasted in other residential zones.
Post-meeting clarification:
o 30% of new growth is projected in Central City
o 50% in centers and corridors
o 20% in other residential areas







As Portland has a diversity of topography and block sizes, and was developed in
different eras, how could long-range planning in the city respond to these unique
attributes? Pattern areas have been proposed to acknowledge this.
The projected 2035 population increase amounts to about 1,000 new single dwelling
housing units per year between 2010 and 2035. How will the city maintain its
neighborhoods while still offering the preferred housing options to future residents?
Creating complete neighborhoods is the focus of the City’s growth and investment
strategies.

Q: Where do you draw the line between ‘small’ lot and ‘large’ lot?
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Post-meeting clarification: For purposes of the Comp Plan analysis, we considered a “small
lot” to be anything less than about 4,000 square feet. Attached houses are often on 1,600 sf
lots (16x100). Many historic Portland lots are 2,500 sf (25x100), in places like Buckman, Lair
Hill, parts of NW, inner NE.
Q: What is the specific forecasted population change between 2015 and 2035?
Post-meeting clarification: Metro’s forecast estimates 123,000 new households for the
period 2010-2035. That represents a mix of natural growth (our children) and in-migration.
This translates to about 260,000 additional people. Portland has already grown by about
19,000 additional new households for the period of 2010 to 2015. So that leaves about
104,000 additional households forecast for 2016-2035, or about 220,000 people.
Q: Where will the 20 percent population demand increase in the single-dwelling zone locate
within Portland?
Post-meeting clarification: We have estimated that roughly 20% of the household growth
will locate in single family development, in residential zones (22,000 households). That will
equate to more than 20% of the population growth, because single family households are
typically larger than households living in apartments.






About half of the 22,000 households will be small lot single family development,
mostly in the R2.5, R2, and R1 zones near centers. Note that R1 and R2 are multifamily zones, but they allow small lot single-family rowhouses and small detached
houses.
About a third of the 22,000 households will be in the R5 and R7 zones.
The remainder will be in the lower density areas (RF, R20, R10, R7).
The neighborhoods with the highest amount of potential new single-family
development are Powelhurst Gilbert, Hazelwood, Lents, Centennial, and Pleasant
Valley.

Q: How will the Residential Infill Project decisions affect Comp Plan outcomes?
Post meeting clarification: It depends on what’s proposed. The Residential Infill Project is
addressing code details that would likely not impact the outcomes because the Comp Plan
analysis is at a citywide/macro scale. It is unlikely that the project could impact overall
growth capacity, unless it drastically changes the overall allowed density.
That said, the project could impact our ability to meet Com Plan goals if the project leads to
large changes in code that reduce the supply of affordable housing or restricts housing
choice. For example, removing current alternative housing options could impact housing
choice in many neighborhoods.
The Comp Plan forecast is based partly on what zoning allows and partly on past trends of
what the market has produced. For example, ADUs are allowed on every property with a
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single-family house (~150,000 lots), however only 3,000 have been assumed for the next 20
years.

EQUITY FRAMEWORK
Equity Specialist Desiree Williams-Rajee (BPS) gave a presentation to discuss equity issues
related to Portland’s housing trends.
Link to Desiree Williams-Rajee’s presentation:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/552039
Key Points






The recently released State of Housing in Portland report (October 2015) – link:
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/phb/article/546056 – highlights current housing
realities. Specifically, certain communities are not faring well in maintaining/acquiring
housing affordability – particularly communities of color, who will comprise over 50
percent of Portland’s population in the next 25 years.
Recent City of Portland initiatives to address issues of equity include:
o Creation of the Office of Equity and Human Rights (OEHR) that aims to achieve three
citywide equity goals and identify how some vulnerable communities in Portland can
be better served.
o Development of an equity guiding principle (one of six) in the Recommended
Comprehensive Plan that aims to include race as a discussion in all City planning
issues (a subject that historically has often been underemphasized).
There are many other types of inequities beyond race.

While preparing for this presentation, she consulted with staff on the problem statement.
o How will single-dwelling development standards ensure that new or remodeled
houses are integrated and complement the fabric of neighborhoods?
She then applied an equity lens to it:
o How will the single-dwelling development standards adapt to meet the needs of the
next generation?
Given the expected demographic changes, intergenerational equity includes racial equity
because of documented changes in Portland’s demographics.
Desiree asked SAC members to convene into four groups to each discuss (and share findings
with the greater SAC about) these questions about intergenerational equity:
1. What assets of our neighborhoods would we like the next generation to inherit?
2. How might our neighborhoods need to change?
3. What are challenges we face now that we'd like future generations not to inherit?
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4. (Bonus) What else might be considered to include the historic experience and future
demographic shift of communities of color?
5. (Bonus) How will equitable opportunity be created for low-income families?
C: Income variety is disappearing in Portland; we prefer to maintain a diverse income spectrum.
Desiree ended her presentation with a brief SAC discussion about equity lenses, guided by the
following questions, which she encouraged the members to apply during their work:




Process Equity: Is the decision process inclusive, fair and open? Does it consider all
communities?
Distributional Equity: Is there fair and just distribution of benefits and burdens to all
residents in the community?
Intergenerational Equity: Do the decisions and actions today break the cycle of
inequities so there is equity for future generations?

INTRODUCTION TO ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS
Associate Planner Todd Borkowitz (BPS) and Supervising Planner Sandra Wood (BPS) gave a
presentation on: efficiency in cities; a brief history of Portland’s single-dwelling rules (including
the ‘one house per lot’ standard and exceptions to the standard); and some new exceptions to
for the SAC to explore. These potential exceptions included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Large house conversions
Multiple accessory dwelling units (ADUs)
Vertically arranged (stacked) units
Horizontally arranged (rowhouse) units
Detached cottage clusters

Link to Todd and Sandra’s presentation: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/552040
Key Points








Most of Portland was initially zoned for multi-dwelling residential areas. In 1959, code
changes resulted in most areas being changed to single-dwelling. Pre-1959 multidwelling homes still remain as part of the urban fabric of these neighborhoods.
Currently, more than 44 percent of land in Portland is single-family residential and 60
percent of housing is single-dwelling detached buildings.
Portland lacks a high percentage of ‘missing middle housing’ (a range of multi-unit or
clustered housing types compatible in scale with single-family homes) such as
duplexes/four-plexes, courtyard apartments and townhouses, particularly in singledwelling zone, that commonly offer greater opportunities for affordable housing.
Density standards ensure efficient use of land that meets the needs of future residents,
while also maintaining urban livability and neighborhood character.
Current exceptions to Portland’s ‘one house per lot’ standard in single-dwelling areas
include:
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o Alternative Development Options: attached houses (non-corner lots); duplexes
and attached houses on corner lots; Planned Developments (PDs); and
transitional sites.
o Accessory dwelling units (ADUs).
o Alternative Design Density Overlay (‘a’ overlay): attached houses with standard
setbacks on vacant lots in the R5 zone; and triplexes on lots in the R2.5 zone.
Q: What are the barriers to these existing alternatives?
R: Some of these alternatives are only allowed in limited geographies (corners, abutting
commercial zones), PD’s require a pretty rigorous discretionary review. Attached houses
and duplexes on corners are seen with some regularity and ADU’s are becoming more
popular with the waiver of Systems Development Charges (SDCs).
Q: Is discretionary decision-making on design done by City staff or Commission?
R: Some projects can use community design standards (plan check). Others require Type II
design discretionary review (City Staff). PD’s care reviewed either by staff (Type II process)
or the Hearings Officer (Type III).
C: Please be clear about the economic impacts of creating new exceptions to Portland’s ‘one
house per lot’ standard in single-dwelling zones versus just rezoning single-dwelling zones to
multi-dwelling zones.
C: These options provide more opportunities to increase the diversity of housing
affordability in single-dwelling neighborhoods.
C: Regardless of the approach, more density in single-dwelling neighborhoods is good.
C: Vertical stacked flats are similar to horizontal stacked flats, but the former do not allow for
land ownership for each unit.
C: Boarding houses/rooming houses/micro apartments – separate bedrooms with a common
kitchen and bathroom – are an important housing type to consider.
C: The SAC needs to remain aware that adding multi-dwelling exceptions in single-dwelling
zones is just making them multi-dwelling zones. Why not just rezone single-dwelling areas
instead?

SAC EXERCISE, PART I
SAC members were asked to share opportunities and questions/concerns’ for the five potential
exceptions ‘one house per lot’ standards (listed above) and for other potential exceptions not
suggested by City staff. They were asked to visit at least three of six stations on each of these
topics and add their thoughts to chartpacks using markers or post-it notes. City staff members
were at each station to facilitate discussion and answer questions.
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Transcribed Comments
Large House Conversions - Opportunities
 More economic value for large old homes
 Allow by right for homes over a certain age (limit only to homes > xx years old)
 Salvage older/exist. homes
 Preserve neighborhood character
 Alt dev. model to “tear down”
 Provide unlimited density of units to designated historic resources
 Allow flexibility to additions of less than 75% of main building
 Incentives for basement units with seismic upgrade
 Affordability
 Avoid mega houses & demolitions
 Use for large old houses
Large House Conversions - Questions/Concerns
 Safety
 Safe conversions need to change building code?
 Building code makes economically impossible
 Age/size of orig. house need to meet commercial code  Related issues: setback/fire
separation
 Hard/Complex expensive to convert
 Why aren’t these allowed?
 How do we protect houses of historic significance from being carved up into multiple
units?
 Does this apply to existing or new development?
 How can it help retain housing (existing) without simply creating the same ‘maxing-out’
problems seen in new development?
 Density inappropriate to neighborhood
Multiple ADU’s - Opportunities
 Allow ADU with duplex/triplex/quadplex
 One inside/ one outside
 Increases affordable housing
 Common wall for multi ADU.
 Preserves neighborhood character.
 Outright allowance of basement ADU’s
 As many as could fit? (w/ setbacks, height, etc.)
Multiple ADU’s - Questions/Concerns
 Rules for Short Term Rentals in ADU
 New sewer line/water if over 1+ ADU
 Short-term housing (Air BNB) , supports tourism not more density
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Req. 2 units increases challenge for plumbing/mechanical systems
Issue: req’d to match existing aesthetics
Depends upon lot size FAR, setbacks
Will drive displacement
Accelerate land value increases
Will drive densification
Change zone designation
At what point does “multiple ADUs” become “Large House Conversions” or “Cottage
Clusters”?
Don’t require add’l parking
Is there special provision for owner occupied? Should there be?
Allowed similarly to corner lots, alley lots or as a form of clustered courtyard?
Can universal design be required w/ multiple ADU’s?
Perhaps SDC waivers are 100% for accessible ADUs (AADUs)
Could stacked flat ADUs (2 units max) work?

Vertical Stacking (Stacked Flats) - Opportunities
 Good infill for inner neighborhood with less land
 Good way to increase density
 Good way to match scale of existing
 Way to introduce more affordable housing to inner neighborhoods
 Accessible units on ground floor one way to ensure infill is accessible (most other
options vertical)
 Multiple sizes in units
Vertical Stacking (Stacked Flats) - Questions/Concerns
 Ownership structure
 Neighborhood scale











Keep in scale
One door?
Lack of private outdoor space
Need to increase density above what is allowed by right (also an opportunity)
Accessibility – Every unit? Only ground floor?
Building code issues
Parking
Rhythm of doors
2 units per floor?
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Right choice for all neighborhoods?
Consider
o Displacement accelerates
o Impact on adjacent land values
o Alternatives will drive demolitions
How is this specifically different from large house conversions?
How can accessibility be incentivized in horizontal stacked flats? Density bonuses?
Challenge – elevators are expensive

Horizontal Stacking (Row Houses) - Opportunities
 Density added is key to get this happen (to what amount?)
 More opp. for fee-simple ownership
 Another option for housing (urban flare)
 Different price points/needed
 Design standards? Looks like a single house?
 Height 1.5 x or sliding scale based on unit size
 Most efficient types of single family house (energy)
 Private outdoor space
 Future market preference (millennials & empty nester)
Horizontal Stacking (Row Houses) – Questions/Concerns
 How to integrate w/ neighborhood fabric
 Ownership structure? Fee-simple/condo
 Garages? Required?
o Off alley
o Tuck under
 “Market” says detached house is preferred,
 Common wall stigma  less desired
 Need increased density to make builders go for attached vs. detached
 Market is not homogenous
 Need more row houses!
o Is this a problem that can be solved w/ existing code mechanisms?
 How does this preserve open space? Natural habitat?
Detached Cottage Clusters - Opportunities
 OK as currently allowed without increased density
 Increased density in exchange for smaller houses (and/or accessibility)
 Do it anywhere (Yes) + everywhere
 Not just detached
 Allow 2nd house w/o PD or subdivision if density, setbacks, height limits are met
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Promotes community, social capital, safety
Encourages sharing reducing consumption

Detached Cottage Clusters - Questions/Concerns
 Lengthy PUD process (need to simplify)
 Make the process simpler
 Increased density drives land values, demolition, displacement
 Proposal: Neutral re: subdivisions, PD
 Ownership structure
 Does each require separate ownership or could it operate more as ADU?

Other Alternative Housing Options
 Require ADU w/ houses larger than X sq. ft.




Boarding house / A‘pod’ments/microhousing/rooming house
2 Unit attached on interior lot with tuck under garages
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Remap the ‘a’ for consistency (not because the allowances are so great)
Age in place
Max 2 story
Attached cluster housing – one story
Multi-family with Dz Review
Additional density on alleys
o Alley way additional densities similar to connected corner lot houses?
Expand multi-dwelling tools to SD Zones
Amenity bonuses/density transfer
Stacked townhouses (Montreal)
What are economic pressures on exist housing stock if we allow more ‘stuff’?
Ballard Neighborhood in Seattle
o 4 units/5000 sq. ft.
o LD or condo or multi?

SAC DISCUSSION
Anne Pressentin asked SAC members whether or not the exercise was effective and if some
promising ideas emerged.
C: Preserving existing neighborhoods was a common theme.
C: SAC member discussions of accessibility issues is very positive.
C: There is concern that some areas can opt out of potential alternatives; but recognition that
single-dwelling areas should not be treated monolithically.
C: Agreed. Introduce an R3.5 mixed single-/multi-dwelling zone to provide additional
flexibility, map in appropriate areas
C: Affordability was a common theme.
C: Regarding equity, a focus on inner cities does not make effective use of schools further out
from the inner city.
Q/C: Will new exceptions result in even more demolitions? If so, these recommendations would
not appeal to people advocating against demolitions.
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C: It’s not the role of the SAC to appeal to anti-demolition advocates.
C: It is good that the City is considering these options. Smaller housing units are needed; and
more of them. Increased development flexibility is desired (such as bonuses for preserving
trees, etc…). The SAC should recommend options to remove obstacles to increasing density.
C: There are a lot of newcomers to Portland – this is a reality. There are not many vacant lots
left in Portland, creating a need for other solutions. Alternative housing options provide a
diversity of opportunities to address this population increase. The City should make it easier to
build the right types of development. People should be able to live in the neighborhoods that
they choose to live in. The SAC should consider recommending large house conversions as a
means to support retention of existing housing.
C/Q: All of these alternative housing options will have an impact on existing housing stock.
There could be unintended consequences if the wrong strategies are implemented. What is the
economic impacts of each option? This will help the SAC visualize how many housing units will
be built as a result of each option.
C: Portland needs more missing middle housing.
Q: (Question about City goals).
R: The alternative housing options are in response to population forecasts, not City goals.
C: Residents dislike demolitions, especially when contractors do not follow rules for controlling
asbestos. There are plusses and minuses to demolitions – it results in a loss of good houses
while also removing poorly-built houses and houses at end of their lifespan.
C: The SAC needs to be made aware of the implications of the alternative housing options.
Anne asked SAC members if alternative housing options helps address affordability and allows
for greater density, how should scale of new structures be evaluated.
C: Density bonuses should be proportional to the size of a structure.
C: Scale of houses in neighborhoods vary extensively. As most of the alternative housing
options would only result in two- or three-story buildings, they do not pose significant issues.
Anne asked SAC members what other questions should we be asking ourselves about the
alternative housing options.
C/Q: These are good options being discussed. However, is adding options going to increase the
complexity to Portland’s development process? How can people be incentivized to build ‘well’?
C: Agreed. We should be looking at Program approaches to simplify as well – like the FIR
(Field Issuance Remodel) program.
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C: Regarding ownership structures, all homes in these options would need to be condominiums
the way that things are currently structured, creating a housing affordability issue.
C: These alternative housing options do lend themselves to increasing housing affordability.
C: Creating housing stock will make affordability for more future homeowners.
C: Units could be sold separately or be managed by ‘mom and pop’ landlords who typically
do not raise rents as often and as high. Stacked flats offer opportunity to live in one unit and
rent others to offset mortgage.
C: Townhouses are easy; condominiums are good, affordable options for some and can also be
converted to rental properties that are ‘mom and pop’ landlord-owned.
C: The intergenerational equity question (Do the decisions and actions today break the cycle of
inequities so there is equity for future generations?) at the end of Desiree Williams-Rajee’s
presentation was very poignant.
C: Intergenerational equity discussions typically fail to address aging. This paradigm should
change.
C: The automobile and its impact on neighborhoods was not discussed enough. In singledwelling zones, accommodating garages can negatively impact/ruin a streetscape. If someone
can live car-free, their housing affordability will be increased. Addressing required car parking in
single-dwelling zones is important.
C: This raises the question on whether or not Portland’s current single-dwelling zones
contribute to car-free styles.
C: Alternative housing options present an opportunity for residents to partner with developers
and remain in their house, a ‘win-win’ for everyone.

SAC EXERCISE, PART II
Anne Pressentin asked SAC members to respond to the following question and provide answer
forms directly to City staff at the end of the meeting or email responses to Morgan Tracy
(morgan.tracy@portlandoregon.gov) within two weeks of the November 3rd SAC Meeting #3
(by November 17th, 2015). The questions are:
Question 1: Where in the city should alternative housing be allowed within single dwelling
zones? Indicate with either “Y” (Yes) “N” (No) or “L” (allowed with certain limitations)
Allowed Location (Citywide level)

Multiple
ADUs

Internal
Conversions

Citywide
By pattern area
By neighborhood
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Cottage
Clusters

Stacked
Flats

Row
House

Other

Near centers
Near parks
Near transit
In areas at high risk of gentrification
In areas away from high risk of gentrification
Other

Question 2: In areas where alternative housing is allowed, where on an individual block should
the placement of alternative housing types be prioritized? Indicate with either “Y” (Yes) “N”
(No) or “L” (allowed with certain limitations)
Allowed Location (block level)

Multiple Internal
Cottage Stacked
ADUs
conversions Clusters Flats

Row
House

Other

Anywhere
At corners
Next to commercial zones
Close to schools
Other

Question 3: If you indicated certain limitations for Questions 1 and/or 2, what sorts of limits or
requirements would be appropriate (examples: age of the house/structure, design controls of
the house/structure, site size or lot configuration, range of additional units, type of review
process required) Additional comments may also be placed on the back.

SAC ANNOUNCEMENTS
Live Large/Build Small (www.buildsmall-livelarge.com), a one-day summit on alternative
housing options, will take place at Portland State University on Friday, November 6, 2015. There
will also be a self-guided tour of accessory dwelling units (ADUs) in Portland
(www.accessorydwellings.org/adu_tour/) on Saturday, November 7, 2015.

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Ruth Adkins: Ruth is with the Oregon Opportunity Network (www.oregonon.org) and Antidisplacement PDX (www.antidisplacementpdx.org). She advocates for diverse housing options
and solutions to homelessness. She seeks an opportunity for her children and other Portland
residents to afford a home. Ruth believes that Portland will still be a great place, even as it
changes, but seeks it to be a more equitable and inclusive community.
Nick Sauvie: Nick is Executive Director of Rose Community Development (www.rosecdc.org), an
organization that “connects our community to build good homes, healthy families and
neighborhood opportunities in outer southeast Portland”. He believes that diversity helps build
neighborhood character. He is also concerned that displacement, particularly within the
African-American community, is problematic. Nick also believes that multi-dwelling buildings
and good development should be easier to build in single-dwelling zones, as it helps provide
more development certainty while creating quality units that meets demand for housing
affordability. Nick stressed the importance of acting now to better address housing
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affordability. He highlighted the Cooper Street Bungalow Courts as a premier example of how
more housing should be built in Portland.
Manfred Grabski: Manfred lives in the Burlingame neighborhood, a mixed neighborhood with
modest homes built in the 1940s-1950s and based on the concept of the Garden City. Homes
with modest architecture are surrounded by green spaces. They were made for blue collar
workers, who moved to the area to raise their families. People there know their neighbors and
can walk to the grocery store. Neighbors are increasingly noticing developers demolishing
homes with strong bones. Manfred believes that there is no reason to tear these buildings
down except for to make a profit.
Manfred Grabski (transcribed from comment sheet): Changing character of SW Burlingame:
change in scale; typ. single st. homes; new two st. homes; oversized houses; reduced setback.
Honest architecture from 1940-50.
Robin Harman: Robin thanked the SAC for recently touring her Burlingame neighborhood. She
seeks improvements to how the public can provide input on the SAC’s process and to how SAC
events are advertised to residents. Robin indicated that she speaks for other Portland residents.
She also takes exception to a SAC member comment about irrational homeowners. Most
people would like to live in a place with ample green space; nobody likes current development,
particularly the people who made investments to live in the Burlingame area. Splitting lots less
than 10,000 square feet equates to ‘shoehorning’ in small infill lots. While Robin is okay with
infill, it’s important to recognize “scale, scale, scale.”
Robin Harman (transcribed from comment sheet): Maintain the integrity of R5. Preserve solar
access. Dramatically increase setbacks. Decrease height. Provide living spaces in basements in
ground.
Doug Klotz: Doug found it amazing that such radical ideas were being discussed by the SAC. He
lives on SE Harrison St. in an R5 single-dwelling zone. Near his home, there are many housing
types. He believes in doing whatever is needed to fulfill City housing goals. No parking should
be required in many areas and the City should either abolish required minimums in all singledwelling zones, or step down required minimums the closer a single-dwelling zone is to R2.5.

UPCOMING SAC WALKS
City Planner Julia Gisler (BPS) thanked SAC members for their attendance to the October 24th
neighborhood walks. The next two walks (Outer East – morning, North/Northeast – afternoon) will take
place on Saturday, November 14th. Time, routes and meeting locations are yet to be determined. All four
neighborhood walks will be debriefed at the December 1st SAC Meeting #4.

END OF SUMMARY MINUTES
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Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #4a Summary Minutes DRAFT
Date: Tuesday, November 17, 2015
Time: 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Location: 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 7th Floor – Room 7A
SAC Members in Attendance: Sarah Cantine, Jim Gorter, John Hasenberg, Marshall Johnson,
Emily Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Maggie McGann, Rick Michaelson, Mike
Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eli Spevak, Barbara Strunk, David Sweet,
Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Alan DeLaTorre, Rod Merrick, Danell Norby,
Douglas Reed, Vic Remmers, Teresa St. Martin, Eric Thompson, Young Sun Song
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Sandra Wood (BPS), Morgan Tracy (BPS), Julia Gisler (BPS),
Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Pei Wang (BPS), Kristin Cooper (BDS)
Others in Attendance: Joel Raften, Robert Lennox, Kurt Nordback, Joe Taylor, Terry Griffiths,
Steve Russell, Joey McNamera, Robin Harman, Brian Symes, Allan Owens
Meeting Objectives:




Learn about the City’s land division process and lot confirmations in preparation for the
December 1, 2015 SAC meeting to discuss narrow lot development
Provide adequate time for the SAC to ask questions and hear answers about these two
processes
NOTE: As this was an optional informational meeting for the SAC members, potential
solutions and/or pros and cons of alternatives were not discussed.

Abbreviations: Q = Question; C = Comment; R = Response (staff)

WELCOME AND MEETING INTRODUCTION
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) thanked SAC members for their attendance, identified the
meeting objectives (see above), highlighted the presentation format (a “nuts and bolts”
description of narrow and skinny lots) and communicated basic meeting logistics. He also
reminded the SAC to look for an upcoming email containing a Doodle poll for the January 2016
charrette and to email him (morgan.tracy@portlandoregon.gov) with completed worksheets
for alternative housing options.

LAND DIVISION OVERVIEW
Planning Manager Sandra Wood (BPS) gave a presentation on land divisions. She reminded SAC
members that the meeting’s objectives came out of the SAC discussion on the project
parameters. Sandra’s presentation focused on new partitions; Morgan’s focuses on existing
platting.
Link to Sandra Wood’s and Morgan Tracy’s land divisions/lot confirmations presentation:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/554303
Key Points










The process is for developers, although property owners are also developers.
It includes two stages: preliminary platting and final platting.
Standards and criteria apply for all land divisions are approved on the developer
meeting conditions; the developer must describe how criteria are met. Standards are
measurable (i.e. a 5-foot setback); criteria are discretionary (per state law, a planner
cannot make any discretionary decision without an opportunity for public input).
The higher the review level (the higher the case type number, Type I, Type II etc.), the
more involved of a process is required.
The R5 zone was discussed in detail as it includes most of the city’s land and is where
the majority of development occurs.
In 2002, ‘rounding rules’ to determine maximum density was tweaked, replacing
discretionary rounding up at .5 (through an adjustment) to more certain standards that
better related to the size of the land division site.
Planned development (PD) processes involve a City planner visit to the site,
opportunities for neighbors to provide feedback and a City planner decision that also
identifies the appeal process for proposed PDs.

Land Division Data: 2010-2013 Lot Totals (meeting handout)

Q: Would turning big infill sites into townhouses utilize this process?

R: Yes. (note that in multi-dwelling zones, projects can also use a condo process instead
of dividing the site into lots through a land division process)
Q: What does the state or Oregon require?
R: The state defines ‘lot’ and requires the two-step process for land divisions.
Q: Do discretionary land division decisions require a site visit be performed by a City planner?
R: A site visit is not required as it is not codified in City code. Still, this practice is
generally performed by City planners to inform their discretionary land division
decisions.
Q: Were there planned developments under the old land division code?
R: Before 2002, planned developments were generally referred to as “cluster”
subdivisions.
Q: If a proposed land division is on a corner and a transition site, can the site receive both
Alternative Development additional lot allowances.
R: This has never happened.
Q: Can homes be on lots that are 90 percent of 5,000 sq. ft. density?
R: They can, assuming that it meets the development standards (minimum setbacks,
outdoor space, etc), lot standards (minimum size, width and depth) and density (one
dwelling unit per X amount of sq. ft.) requirements.
Q: Could the particular shape of a large lot (i.e. a long and narrow lot) impact the ability for it to
be divided into two lots even though there is enough total sq. ft. to do so?
R: Yes.
Q: How were certain particular overlays (which can restrict the area that can be developed)
determined?
R: It depends on the particular overlay, for example environmental overlays were
established in the 1990’s by the City of Portland to protect areas of significant habitat,
terrain, and water bodies.
Q: How do some new homes (such as one near NE 35th/Prescott) get away without building a
garage?

R: While uncertain of this particular development, dwelling units within 500 feet of
frequent bus service (or 1500 feet from max stations) are not required to provide onsite parking.
Note: Per 33.266.110.D: “within 1,500 feet of a transit station or less than 500 feet from a
transit street with 20-minute peak service” are not required for sites with 30 or less dwelling
units.
Note: NE Prescott at 35th is considered a transit corridor.
Q: When was narrow lot criteria created?
R: With the land division code rewrite in 2002.
Q: Are narrow lots different from skinny lots?
R: Yes, this will be explained later in the meeting.
Q: How many narrow lots are being created in Portland?
R: Please see the meeting handout ‘Land Division Data: 2010-2013 Lot Totals’ [the
applicable table from the handout is posted earlier in these minutes].
C: Please confirm that narrow lots do not allow for an increase in density.
R: Confirmed.
Note: Narrow lots per se do not allow for an increase in density, but may allow it – like any
other residential lot – if meeting other standards such as being a corner lot or transitional site.
Q: Could cottage clusters be developed on flag lots?
R: Yes, we will discuss in more detail later in the meeting.
C: How many total land divisions were created between 2010 and 2013?
R: Per the ‘Land Division Data: 2010-2013 Lot Totals’, there were 608 lots were created
from land division processes.
Q: Is this trend increasing?
R: Land divisions have been increasing as the economy continues to improve.

C: It’s not clear to developers why minimum lot width standards exist if that’s not always the
case.
R: Lot widths in R2.5 and R5 are 36 feet minimum, but can be reduced if additional
criteria are met – to ensure compatibility with lot patterns in the area and adequately
accommodate a house.
C: Planned developments are very subjective.
R: Correct, that’s why they go through a more rigorous process.
Q: Exactly who at the City of Portland makes these decisions?
R: When an applicant submits a planned development proposal, the case
is assigned a planner with the Bureau of Development Services who
addresses the criteria.
Q: How many planned developments are created in Portland annually?
R: Most planned development applications are to build street-facing garages for new
developments on narrow lots (PD’s are the only way to receive approval of attached
garages on these lots).
Note: Per City of Portland permit records, there were nine planned developments approved
between 2010 and 2013 (two in 2010, one in 2011, three in 2012 and three in 2013).
C: There is a perception that the planned development process is broken; there is too much
hassle and cost involved.
R: There is definitely more discretion in this process
C: There is a concern that planned development does not have criteria to meet
neighborhood character.
Q: How are different applications reviewed?
R: The case type number relates to the level of scrutiny. A Type III review is more
complex, has more neighbors notified and is decided upon by the Hearings Officer. A
Type I review is less complex, requires less neighbor notification and does not go in
front of the Hearings Officer.
Note: A more detailed summary of the case review types can be found here:
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/71804

Q: Must planned developments meet a zone’s density requirements?
R: Yes.
Q: Must a corner lot being divided through alternative development allowances be an existing
corner?
R: No. It could also be done on newly platted developments.
Q: Did Cully Grove go through a planned development process?
C: One would never go through a subdivision process for something like this.
Developments like this are “changing the rules of the game” and typically done through
a public process.
Note: Per http://cullygrove.org/faq/, “This 80,000 square foot site is zoned R5, allowing one
house per 5,000sf of site area. Instead of dividing the property into multiple lots through a
subdivision process, we did a Planned Development, which provides more flexibility in the site
layout. This allowed us to site homes and parking on the periphery and locate indoor and
outdoor common spaces towards the center of the property.”
Q: Do alleys count as corner [to attain the alternative development density allowance]?
R: No.
Q: How long does a planned development process take?
C: On their own, six to eight months; faster than a subdivision process.
R: There is a general assumption that developers may be wary of the uncertainty caused
by discretionary decision making.
C: This is not an irrational concern.
Q: Would you please clarify the differences between a lot partition and subdivision?
R: A partition is a division of a unit of land into two or three lots; a subdivision is for
divisions resulting in four or more lots (defined by the State of Oregon).
Q: Where are clusters discussed in Portland’s zoning code?
R: They’re not. Cluster subdivisions were part of the old land division rules (pre-2002)
Planned developments (PDs) are the equivalent in the current zoning code.

Note: Chapter 33.638 – Planned Developments:
http://www.portlandonline.com/auditor/index.cfm?c=28197&a=53444
Q: Is Cully Grove a “cottage cluster”?
C: It is cottage cluster developed as a planned development.
Q: Could it have been a townhouse cluster?
C: Yes.

LOT CONFIRMATION OVERVIEW
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) gave a presentation to highlight lot confirmations – a
process that separates ownership of previously platted lots or lots of record that were
combined under one tax account (tax lot). Historically, the City of Portland has recognized and
allowed lawfully created lots to be developed. In 1985, the State of Oregon added the following
language in ORS 92.017, recognizing the status of legal lots:
“A lot or parcel lawfully created shall remain a discrete lot or parcel, unless the lot or
parcel lines are vacated or the lot or parcel is further divided, as provided by law.”
Link to Sandra Wood’s and Morgan Tracy’s land divisions/lot confirmations presentation (also
indicated in the land divisions overview): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/554303
Key Points






A lot is a legally defined piece of land other than a tract that is the result of a land
division.
There are several terms used to describe the configuration or orientation of lots (i.e.
through, corner, flag, etc…); these have no bearing on lot confirmations.
An adjusted lot is a lot that was altered through a property line adjustment prior to July
26, 1979. A lot remnant is a portion of a lot with 50% or less of the original lot area; a
remnant still references its original lot it was once part of.
A tax lot does not necessarily equate to a buildable lot.

Q: Is defining a tax lot a county-regulated process?
R: Yes.


A lot of record is not a lot, but a plot of land created through a deed or other instrument
dividing the land, recorded before July 26, 1979 (the date when the City instituted a
required land division process).

Q: Is a lot of record still buildable?
R: If it meets other standards, than yes.







A new narrow lot is a lot that was created by a land division submitted after June 30,
2002 and does not meet the minimum lot width standards.
A skinny lot – (not a true zoning term, but referred to as such to distinguish from new
narrow lots in land divisions) – results from lot confirmations, and is also less than the
minimum lot size/width and is not a new narrow lot.
The lot confirmation process requires no public notice, is typically shorter and has no
additional standards or criteria. Minor additional fees are added if a property line
adjustment is also requested.
The City of Portland maintains zoning authority to determine when primary structures
may be built on a confirmed lot.

Q: Is it correct to say that the City must allow confirmations but do not necessarily need to
approve all proposed developments on a confirmed lot?
R: Yes.






Not all lot confirmations result in substandard lots.
Substandard lots are not a new issue in Portland’s zoning code.
In 2002, size requirements were made and to address concerns about development in
the R5 and R2.5 zones. In 2003, City Council established a minimum lot size for preplatted lots consistent with its land division standards. Allowing a house on a smaller
vacant lot (5-years) was a compromise reached at that time (see table below).
At the time, the City believed that developers would never wait five years to build
homes on skinny lots (less than 3,000 sq. ft. and/or less than 36 feet wide); however,
this was not always the case. Data shows that there were 7 such lots between 20092013

Current Portland Code (meeting slide)







Before 2010, two resulting lots created through a lot confirmation on a corner lot had to
remain the same size, which led to erratic lot boundaries. A 2010 code change helped
create more logical property boundaries, allowing more flexibility in retaining existing
houses.
The 2010 code changes also required additional development standards for skinny lots,
and an allowance for zero additional required parking. Modifications to these
requirements are only allowed through design review.
There is a great opportunity for the project to improve consistency for new narrow lots
(land divisions) and skinny lots (lot confirmations) in the Portland zoning code.

Lot Confirmation Data: 2009-2013 (meeting handout)

Q: Are there minimum standards for construction on lots of record versus for homes on lots?
R: The same standards apply for both situations.
Q: For how long must a lot be vacant for before it can be built on?
R: Five years – also referred to as the ‘five year moratorium’.
C: The ‘five year moratorium’ was in response to so many houses being demolished.
Q: Will you please explain the term ‘moratorium’?
R: This is not language used in the Portland code, but rather a term
commonly used in the building community. The ‘vacant lot provision’ is
also not in Portland’s code but is similarly used in industry circles. The
code states “the lot has not had a dwelling unit on it in the last 5 years”.
Q: What does ‘historic’ refer to in the lot confirmation data?

R: Pre-1979
Q: Where in Portland’s code is this indicated?
R: 33.110.213 - Additional Development Standards for Lots and Lots of
Record Created Before July 26, 1979
Note: 33.110.213 - Additional Development Standards for Lots and Lots of Record Created
Before July 26, 1979: http://www.portlandonline.com/auditor/index.cfm?c=28197&a=53295
R: Currently, there are two times as many lot confirmations than land divisions. In prerecession times, the number of each was about equal.
Q: Why were there no automobile requirements for lot confirmations? Why are the standards
different for New Narrow Lots (land divisions)?
R: They were created at different times.
C: Light blue lines on Portlandmaps.com show historic lot lines; they are publicly available
online.
Note: Link: http://portlandmaps.com
Q: Why we are seeing demolitions, if the “vacant lot” situation only applied to 7 lot
confirmation cases?
R: There is another scenario (involving a property line adjustment) where multiple lots
can be confirmed, and the lines adjusted so that the resulting lots are 36’ wide and
larger than 3,000 square feet, and the 5 year vacancy provision does not apply
BPS Staff Illustration (from meeting) [also, see presentation]

PUBLIC COMMENTS

Robin Harman: Robin, a South Burlingame resident, thanked BPS staff for their detailed
presentation. South Burlingame is largely affected by land divisions. As much of the
presentation was looking at lots from above, there was little discussion about building heights.
South Burlingame residents are experiencing big changes when lots are divided. As we’re all
humans, we need to live in a human-scaled world – which includes building new houses that
promote livability and sustainability.
C: The SAC is looking at pattern areas and how future development may be influenced
to build differently in different areas of the city.
C: Another opportunity is to work with what is next to existing development to allow for
taller and denser residential development on lots that are adjacent to commercial areas.
Builders are taking huge advantage of neighborhoods like South Burlingame. Their
developments are not sustainable and not affordable.
Q: Do you see a neighborhood’s proximity to the downtown core as determining how
lot confirmation allowances are determined?
R: There is more need for restrictions to scale.

Rob Lennox: Rob is the Land Use Chair of the South Burlingame Neighborhood Association. He
wishes that BPS would more regularly update its online maps and illustrate more problematic
situations where poor development impacts existing residential areas.

SAC QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
C: Please provide to the SAC the ‘cheat sheet’ information used by BPS staff during the
neighborhood walks. Also, BPS should provide a map showing the location of transit corridors.
R: BPS staff will send out the requested ‘cheat sheet’ information to SAC members. The
transit corridors map is generally at SAC meetings, but BPS staff did not have it available
at the 11/17 SAC meeting.

SAC ANNOUNCEMENTS
C: There is an opportunity for the SAC to weigh in on accessory dwelling units (ADUs).
C: Commissioner Fritz proposed an amendment to exclude all ADUs from new code
flexibility to allow accessory structures within setbacks (the proposed legislation allows
ADUs under 15 feet tall within the setback).

R: Clarification: This legislation applies only to new structures (and would not
apply to existing garages).
Note: Link to story: http://bikeportland.org/2015/11/20/168735-168735
Note: Status: A motion to amend 33.110.250 C. 2.b to add “and accessory dwelling units” was
moved by Commissioner Fritz and seconded by Commissioner Fish. A City Council vote on
amendments will be taken December 2, 2015 at Portland City Hall.
C: Portland Timbers playoff tickets wanted!!! Note: the Timbers beat Dallas 3-1.

END OF SUMMARY MINUTES

Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Inner (South) Neighborhood Walk Summary DRAFT
Date: Saturday, October 24, 2015

Time: 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

Location: Richmond Elementary School, 2276 SE 41st Ave., Richmond Neighborhood
SAC Members in Attendance: Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, John Hasenberg,
Marshall Johnson, Emily Kemper, Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Michael Molinaro, Douglas
Reed, Vic Remmers, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Barbara Strunk, David Sweet
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Maggie
McGann, Mike Mitchoff, Danell Norby, Young Sun Song, Eli Spevak, Teresa St. Martin, Eric
Thompson, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Morgan Tracy (BPS), Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS),
Marty Stockton (BPS), Mark Raggett (BPS), Pei Wang (BPS), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues),
Shem Harding (Deca Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Denise Hare, Kurt Nordback, Kathy Showalter, Tim Moore, Karen
Karlson, Meg Merrick

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Objectives: Observe and discuss recent residential infill that is occurring throughout Portland,
including elements worth promoting in future new development and ones that are problematic
that the Residential Infill Project may be able to effectively address.
Participants each received a packet handout with:
 Map of the city area with dots indicating residential development permits of one to two
units from 2010 to 2015
 Walking route
 Photos of new residential infill along the route
 Residential infill-related questions to consider on the neighborhood walks
OVERVIEW OF WALK AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS), City Planner Julia Gisler (BPS) and Associate Planner Todd
Borkowitz (BPS) gave an overview of the walking route and development in the neighborhood.

Zoning throughout the walk route is R5, aside from the CM (Commercial Mixed Use) zone at the
end of the walk route. The area east of SE 42nd was annexed by the City of Portland in 1910. The
area west of SE 42nd (where Richmond School is located) was annexed in 1900. Most homes
along the route were built between 1890 and 1930, but homes built in every subsequent
decade are represented.
The walks included examples of:
 Scale of new homes on single-dwelling zone lots
 New homes on single-dwelling zone narrow and skinny lots
 New alternative housing options (internal/detached accessory dwelling units, cottage
cluster development, townhouses and stacked flats) on single-dwelling zone lots
STAFF-OBSERVED ITEMS OF SAC DISCUSSION
 Better building materials
 Variations of gabled roof lines
 Garages creating big voids and a lack of transparency
 Modern design of house with flat sides lacking relief change beyond just paint color
 Attractive modern house
 City-required garage that cannot be driven into
 New skinny house under construction with height and setbacks not out of character
 New “old Portland” style of homes lacking eaves (bigger eaves make houses more in
context and attractive; adjustments sometime needed – although builders typically
want to avoid given additional cost; eave requirements must match the fire standards)
 Cluster development (if easier to have approved, more would be built; a condo owner
reported the complex provides great livability)
Topics of SAC conversations during walk:
 Setbacks
 Garages (whether needed)
 Eaves (how measured)
 Height (how measured)
 Building coverage (actual vs. perceived)
 Design details and choice of materials
 Whether smaller 1980s-era houses more likely to be demolished or modified
 The value of eclecticism in neighborhoods
END OF WALK DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) led the SAC in post-walk discussion questions:

What are a few of your general observations from the walk? (SAC responses below)










Varied lot sizes, arrangements and setbacks demonstrate a spectrum of development
throughout the past century
Significant architectural variability in the neighborhood. Some buildings might be
considered historic artifacts but lack unifying elements.
Many homes will presumably become demolitions as they’re are in poor condition and
not worth remodeling. How can the SAC help identify a process to determine which are
worth keeping or not?
Maintaining an old house isn’t going to necessarily keep it affordable. Foundations are
often of poor quality; houses are near the end of their lifespans, etc... What will result if
and when a significant earthquake hits?
In this neighborhood, approximately 25-30% of homes are historic and should be
protected. The City of Portland should maintain a better inventory of these resources.
It’s difficult to protect old houses because the owner has to consent to registering as a
historic resource (Oregon law is unique when compared with other states).
This neighborhood is very desirable and people are willing to pay a lot to live here,
which drives up prices and makes redevelopment more feasible.

What characteristics made a house seem out of place? (SAC responses below)





Height, setbacks, too many steps to front entrances, garage placements, etc (more
consideration on neighborhoods’ unique characters)
Bad architecture
No “texture”
Measurement of height and the perception of height based on roof orientation (front
facing gable vs side facing vs. flat roof)

What ideas come to mind to encourage or require the characteristics that make a house fit
within the context of the neighborhood (SAC responses below)







Houses evolve on a block. Infill is a natural progression that has been happening for as
long as Portland has been a city.
Should infill be encouraged or required to fit in (voluntary vs. mandatory measures)?
Requirements for accessory dwelling units matching primary house styles is bad when
universally applied.
It’s difficult to prescribe aesthetics; it feels pretentious.
Scale (height/setback) matters.
Streets should have varying building setbacks so that new residential infill doesn’t seem
so out of character.





New residential infill should respect for the homes of nearby neighbors.
While older houses should have consistent details on all sides and less blank walls, the
added windows and trim are expensive details that add to a home’s cost.
We need more design flexibility and “zoning for context”. This needs to be codified in
the zoning code. While we need infill that has designs that are acceptable to the
neighborhood, what happens when not all the neighborhood agrees?

Final take-aways? (SAC responses below)











There were some really good modern designs and some bad neo-traditional designs
The ability to build more small houses will result in more affordable housing overall.
The example of the multiplex across from Richmond School works given its reduced
scale (single story, 4 small units on a 5,000 s.f. lot).
None of the houses on the walk had “zero-step entrance”; the SAC needs to think about
how to better accommodate Portland’s increasingly aging population.
Portland needs mode design flexibility in its code that responds to neighborhood
preferences.
What and who is “the neighborhood”?
Not everyone in a neighborhood agrees on infill decisions, but neighborhood
associations do ultimately come to consensus.
One skinny house example on tour is nearly complete but looks old already. Much
better examples of skinny houses are being built today.
Modern home design is good to see and reflect upon.
SE 48th (between Lincoln and Sherman) has many narrow houses. It’s pretty good as
setbacks consistent, but the garages were visually problematic.

END OF SUMMARY

Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Western (Southwest) Neighborhood Walk Summary DRAFT
Date: Saturday, October 24, 2015

Time: 1:30 – 3:30 p.m.

Location: Corner of SW Carson and SW 7th Ave., South Burlingame Neighborhood
SAC Members in Attendance: Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, Emily Kemper,
Maggie McGann, Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Michael Molinaro, Douglas Reed, Brandon
Spencer-Hartle, Barbara Strunk, David Sweet, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Linda Bauer, John Hasenberg, Marshall Johnson, Douglas
MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitchoff, Danell Norby, Young Sun Song, Eli Spevak, Teresa
St. Martin, Eric Thompson, Vic Remmers
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Morgan Tracy (BPS), Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS),
Joan Frederiksen (BPS), Pei Wang (BPS), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues), Shem Harding (Deca
Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Kurt Nordback, Karen Karlson, Meg Merrick

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Objectives: Observe and discuss recent residential infill that is occurring throughout Portland,
including elements worth promoting in future new development and ones that are problematic
that the Residential Infill Project may be able to effectively address.
Participants each received a packet handout with:
 Map of the city area with dots indicating residential development permits of one to two
units from 2010 to 2015
 Walking route
 Photos of new residential infill along the route
 Residential infill-related questions to consider on the neighborhood walks
OVERVIEW OF WALKS AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS), City Planner Julia Gisler (BPS) and Associate Planner Todd
Borkowitz (BPS) gave an overview of the walking route and development in the neighborhood.

Zoning throughout the walk route is R5, aside from some R2 (Multi-Dwelling) zone near the
start of the walk route. The area east of SW 13th was annexed by the City of Portland in 1880.
The area west of SW 13th (the westernmost point of the walk) was annexed in 1920. Most
homes along the route were built between 1930 and 1950, but homes built prior and in every
subsequent decade are represented.
The walks included examples of:
 Scale of new homes on single-dwelling zone lots
 New homes on single-dwelling zone narrow and skinny lots
Members of the South Burlingame neighborhood have been in attendance and provided
testimony at all SAC meetings. Residents of the neighborhood also approached BPS staff on
pre-walks to discuss new infill development, and also shared their concerns to SAC members on
this neighborhood walk.
STAFF-OBSERVED ITEMS OF SAC DISCUSSION
 No street improvements on one newly-developed corner lot for unknown reasons; on
another site on the same block, new half-street improvements did not extend beyond
new developed lot (both homes were on SW 7th, south of SW Hume St.)
 Whether or not garages are required for new development; new homeowners often
demand storage but not necessarily a garage to park vehicles
 Tall infill house downslope of where existing residents lost view; some residents not in
favor of a lot division that resulted in new, taller home but like new infill home with
daylight basement (which lowers the perceived height)
 Variations of gabled roof lines
 More uniformity in housing type and height (generally 1½ - 2 stories)
 Lot division that resulted in two taller homes replacing one smaller and shorter one;
resulting density was not significantly greater
 Use of front retaining wall could help emphasize home entrance more than garage
 House constructed to minimum rear setback vs. minimum front setback
 Neighbor talked to SAC about nearby large, infill home
o Thanked SAC members for coming to neighborhood
o Infill developer refused to discuss scale with neighbors
o Neighbors believe height rules were violated
o House out of scale and imposing with minimal setbacks. Prior garden and street
trees now gone
o New infill housing needs strong relationship with adjacent streetscape
 Neighbor talked to SAC about two new nearby infill homes replacing one home
reportedly used prior as a rental and for drug dealing
o One new infill house built closer to street to preserve trees in back, but
neighbor-hired arborist said there wasn’t enough space saved around the trees
to effectively protect them
2

o Neighbor worried about lack of on-site stormwater management
o New infill homes are only 3,000 sq. ft., but neighbors perceive them as much
larger
o Neighbors concerned about effect of new shade on nearby gardens
Topics of SAC conversations during walk:
 Better matching new infill setbacks with existing homes
 New infill exterior color choices; impact of white
 Impacts of mature trees on building scale
 If eaves are larger (two ft. vs. one ft.), homes will have a larger life span in Pacific
Northwest climate
 Usability of required garages
 Requirement of planting strip decreases perceived lot sizes; in this neighborhood,
sinuous right-of-way improvements (i.e. sidewalks) may never be complete
 Typical architectural style of inner eastside type homes matching mid-century modern
neighborhood with broad lawns
END OF WALK DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) led the SAC in post-walk discussion questions:
What are a few of your general observations from this walk? (SAC responses below)






There is significant change in this area, but neither existing nor new homes seem
affordable to most people.
While there is obvious local neighborhood opposition to much of the new infill
development, the new development does not appear extremely problematic.
Very few players (developers) using the same plan book are creating cookie cutter
houses throughout all of Portland.
Topography effects how new infill development is perceived (i.e. a large house on a high
lot may appear much more out of scale than if it was elsewhere).
Many older houses successfully utilize topography in their design (i.e. daylight
basements, stepping down a hill), while many new infill homes are less successful in
doing so.

What elements made a house seem out of place? (SAC responses below)



New infill homes appear significantly bigger than existing homes.
Most new homes (unlike existing homes) lack basements, so the square footage of new
homes may match many existing homes but are taller because the floor area is
completely above grade.
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Final take-aways? (SAC responses below)














Considerations for better address the scale of buildings relative to nearby existing
houses include:
o Garage/parking placement
o Inclusion of more impervious surfaces
o Architectural elements that help break up facades
Why are basements not being built? Perhaps due to their added cost?
Encourage more basements.
Increase requirements for eaves and window sills (although doing so may not work with
some modern styles);
Create community design standards with an alternate track for modern styles.
Continuity between front and side of homes on a block is important.
Better assess height and how it’s measured, while considering a building height’s
relationship to its lot width.
The SAC hasn’t heard from the all South Burlingame neighbors. While it has heard
extensive concern (i.e. height, privacy, etc) for the neighbors adjacent to new infill
projects, it hasn’t heard specifically from the neighbors who are most impacted.
Addressing underlying lots is an issue.
How would zoning for context be effectively administered?
There is a need for a mechanism to create community mitigation for new infill projects.

END OF SUMMARY
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Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Eastern Neighborhood Walk Summary DRAFT
Date: Saturday, November 14, 2015
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Location: Gilbert Heights Elementary School, 12839 SE Holgate St., Powellhurst-Gilbert
Neighborhood
SAC Members in Attendance: Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, John Hasenberg,
Maggie McGann (with child), Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Mike Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro,
Danell Norby, Douglas Reed, Young Sun Song, Eli Spevak, Teresa St. Martin, David Sweet,
Barbara Strunk, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Marshall Johnson, Emily Kemper, Douglas
MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Vic Remmers, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eric Thompson,
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Mark Raggett (BPS),
Pei Wang (BPS), Kristin Cooper (BDS), Shannon Buono (BPS), Chris Scarzello (BPS), Radcliffe
Dacanay (BPS), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues), David Hyman (Deca Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Margaret Davis, Meg Merrick

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Objectives: Observe and discuss recent residential infill that is occurring throughout Portland,
including elements worth promoting in future new development and ones that are problematic
that the Residential Infill Project may be able to effectively address.
Participants each received a handout with:
 Map of the city area with dots indicating residential development permits of one to two
units from 2010 to 2015
 Walking route
 Photos of new residential infill along the route
 Residential infill-related questions to consider on the neighborhood walks
 Current and proposed (draft Comprehensive Plan) zoning
 Recent demolitions (2000 to 2015)

OVERVIEW OF WALKS AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
City Planner Julia Gisler (BPS) and Associate Planner Todd Borkowitz (BPS) gave an overview of
the walking route and development in the neighborhood.
Zoning throughout the walk route is a mix of R5, R7 and R10 aside from the R2 (Multi-dwelling)
zone at the north and west terminus of the walk route. The area was annexed by the City of
Portland in 1990. Most homes along the route were built between 1950 and 2015, but homes
built as far back as the late 1800’s are also represented.
The walks included examples of:
 Scale of new attached and detached homes on single-dwelling zone lots
 New homes on single-dwelling zone narrow and skinny lots
 New alternative housing options (internal/detached accessory dwelling units, cottage
cluster development, townhouses and stacked flats) on single-dwelling zone lots
 Homes on flag lots, in subdivisions and on culs-de-sac
STAFF-OBSERVED ITEMS OF SAC DISCUSSION










More infrastructure capacity and solutions to decrease overcrowding in the David
Douglas School District is needed to prevent further downzoning.
While the cost of larger, ‘family-accommodating’ homes is significantly less than in other
Portland neighborhoods, transportation is presumably a much larger cost for residents
given the area’s general lack of street connectivity and non-automobile-oriented
transportation options.
East Portland residents are seemingly less vocal in sharing their concerns than other
Portland residents.
In East Portland, new residential development is generally much denser than older
developments, resulting in many new neighborhoods being out of scale with existing
ones. Multiple dwelling units on one large lot are generally an anomaly to older
neighborhood fabric.
Stormwater facilities in planting strips create a desirable buffer between homes and
busy streets. Large stormwater facilities, like the one at SE 131st/Holgate, should be
avoided and/or distributed throughout a streetscape, if possible.
Old rights-of-way that do have sidewalks often lack planting strips and areas for street
trees, resulting in less attractive streets.

END OF WALK DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) led the SAC in post-walk discussion questions:
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Reactions (SAC responses below):












Maintaining the local context of each site is very important (i.e. evergreen trees and
rural streetscape character define a neighborhood), but something seemingly
challenging to regulate.
In other Portland neighborhoods, new residential infill has a stronger visual impact on
existing development.
Houses are much smaller and more affordable than those on other SAC walks. There is
more greenspace on this walk than in previous walks in other Portland neighborhoods.
New residential infill accommodates the automobile on-site. Even on smaller lots, the
proportion of building/land devoted to the automobile was high and more dominant
than in other areas of Portland. Because of this, residents lack good access to transit and
service/shopping amenities, encouraging car ownership.
Driveways could be developed on one side of townhouses, separating cars from front
porches and resulting in ‘people-focused’ home entrances.
R2 zone housing regulations allow for more development flexibility – something that
could be beneficial in single-dwelling zones.
The stormwater facility in the first subdivision is out-of-scale in a residential setting,
creating too much wasted space surrounded by an unsightly chain link fence. Other
complementary uses (i.e. dog park or other mixed-use housing) should be considered.
Stormwater facilities help create a ‘greener’ streetscape and are preferred to large
stormwater facilities. The City of Portland should consider stronger criteria to allow
stormwater facilities to better complement residential development.
There is seemingly a lack of of consistent enforcement of sidewalk and street tree
requirements.

Strengths (SAC responses below):





Housing was seemingly more affordable (overall and per square foot) than other areas
of Portland.
New infill development is better than older residential development at achieving
sustainability, energy and structural integrity goals.
Newer infill areas improve conditions for walking by providing sidewalks (something
otherwise lacking near older development in East Portland).
Condominium developments are well-planned with porches, pushed back garages and
narrow streets, and also created better housing than subdivisions.

Weakness (SAC responses below):


The area is not very walkable and is far from being a 20-minute neighborhood. It is
challenging to walk to services/shopping and lacks strong street/sidewalk connectivity.
Mixed use centers seem difficult to achieve in the current context.
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There should be more nearby zoning that allows corner stores. The few that do exist
tend to be Plaid Pantries and 7-11s.
There should be mechanisms (i.e. change how system development charges are
collected and distributed) that allow developers to help fund local sidewalks and other
key infrastructure improvements.
If the area is so car-focused, downzoning will not make it less so and will not attract
amenities to catalyze 20-minute neighborhoods. Still, doing so presumably does make
houses more affordable.
Consider reallocating system development charges obtained elsewhere in Portland to
areas in the greatest need, like East Portland. Property taxes in East Portland are
disproportionately high and the City of Portland should spend additional funds here to
mitigate that.

Final Thoughts (SAC responses below):



“One size doesn’t fit all” really applies in East Portland. In other areas of the City,
residents would not tolerate such haphazard development.
While East Portland is more affordable, the city is increasingly segregating into wealthy
and non-wealthy neighborhoods.
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Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Inner (North) Neighborhood Walk Summary DRAFT
Date: Saturday, November 14, 2015

Time: 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Location: Unthank Park, N Shaver St./Haight Ave., Boise and Elliot Neighborhoods
SAC Members in Attendance: Sarah Cantine, Jim Gorter, John Hasenberg, Maggie McGann
(with Linus), Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Michael Molinaro, Danell Norby, Vic Remmers,
Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Young Sun Song, Eli Spevak (with son), Teresa St. Martin, David Sweet,
Barbara Strunk, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Alan DeLaTorre, Marshall Johnson, Emily
Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitchoff, Douglas Reed, Eric Thompson
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Pei Wang (BPS),
Kristin Cooper (BDS), Chris Scarzello (BPS), Nan Stark (BPS), Leslie Lum (BPS), Anne Pressentin
(EnviroIssues), David Hyman (Deca Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Michelle Anderson, Margaret Davis, Karen Karlsson, Meg Merrick

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Neighborhood Walks’ Objectives: Observe and discuss recent residential infill that is occurring
throughout Portland, including elements worth promoting in future new development and ones
that are problematic that the Residential Infill Project may be able to effectively address.
Participants each received a handout with:
 Map of the city area with dots indicating residential development permits of one to two
units from 2010 to 2015
 Walking route
 Photos of new residential infill along the route
 Residential infill-related questions to consider on the neighborhood walks
 Current and proposed (draft Comprehensive Plan) zoning
 Recent demolitions (2000 to 2015)
OVERVIEW OF WALK AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
City Planner Julia Gisler (BPS) and Associate Planner Todd Borkowitz (BPS) gave an overview of
the walking route and development in the neighborhood.

Zoning throughout the walk route is R2.5a, aside from the R1a (multi-dwelling) zone to the
south and east of the walk route. The area was annexed by the City of Portland in 1890. Most
homes along the route were built between 1880 and 1930, but homes built in more recent
decades are also represented.
This area was significantly impacted by redlining through much of the Twentieth Century, a
racial segregation practice where, according to one recent Oregonian article, banks made loans
in areas of North and inner Northeast at one-fourth the rate of other parts of the city (in
predominantly African-American sections, loans were made at only one-sixth the rate).
According to the article, “The lack of loans drove down values, encouraged crime and reduced
home ownership. It also left an opening for unscrupulous lenders who took advantage of the
pent-up demand for mortgages” and artificially lowered property values in the area. This
catalyzed gentrification in the area starting in the 1990s and continuing today.
The walks included examples of:
 Scale of new attached and detached homes on single-dwelling zone lots, including ones
that were vacant and/or where demolition occurred
 New homes on single-dwelling zone narrow and skinny lots
 New alternative housing options (internal/detached accessory dwelling units, cottage
cluster development, townhouses and stacked flats) on single-dwelling zone lots
 Accessory structures that may or may not be permitted and/or are being used as
dwelling units, including ones located on alleys
STAFF-OBSERVED ITEMS OF SAC DISCUSSION










The walk included a diverse spectrum and “wild west of accessory structures” that may
or may not have been permitted and/or are being used as dwelling units.
Accessory dwelling units allow homeowners to better make mortgage payments by
renting out.
Multiplexes on transition lots created good transitions from mixed-use buildings on
N Williams Ave. to single-dwelling zones to the east, creating “a stair step” in height and
density.
Attached houses are becoming increasingly common and provide additional width to
homes than most detached skinny houses.
Garages are commonly used for storage, not for parking a vehicle, while resulting in the
loss of one or two on-street parking spaces to accommodate a driveway. Removing the
additional residential parking requirements from Portland’s code should be a SAC
consideration.
Condominium developments present opportunities to create only one driveway
accessing multiple garages that face each other and not the streetscape.
Trees help break up the ‘boxiness’ of larger, flat-roofed structures.
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Stepped entries with a landing and green space break up the stairway (typical of older
homes) and are preferable to treatments on newer homes.

END OF WALK DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) led the SAC in post-walk discussion questions:
Reactions (SAC responses below):




An existing diverse mix of building types, setback distances (front and side) and sizes
make new residential infill much easier to introduce successfully.
Alleys make it much easier to sensitively increase density.
May ‘historic’ homes are not being sufficiently protected.

Strengths (SAC responses below):




There are many good examples of new residential infill creating additional units.
Garages and driveways often take away from the visual appeal of new homes, often
creating awkward designs resulting from the current parking requirement.
Homes on this route seem to be of higher quality than the ones the SAC saw on its walk
in East Portland.

Weakness (SAC responses below):








As on-street parking is limited, a neighborhood parking permit program could benefit
this and similar Portland neighborhoods.
New residential infill appears larger than existing housing.
Zoning entitlements are setting an artificial price point, making homes less affordable.
Smaller units are being discouraged partly because of existing zoning code; if allowed,
‘missing middle’ housing could presumably be successful in this and similar Portland
neighborhoods.
Even if smaller units are increasingly built in the neighborhood, lower-income
individuals and/or families may still not be able to afford housing.
All of the housing on the route that is affordable is publicly subsidized.

Final Thoughts (SAC responses below):



This is a great neighborhood; its change is exciting, particularly when managed
appropriately.
Housing prices in this neighborhood are generally 3-1/2 times higher than in East
Portland.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACEBOOK GROUP ACCESS
Stakeholder Advisory Committee – Residential Infill Project
City of Portland, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
November 2015
Per SAC member request, BPS project staff have created an online, non-mandatory forum for interactive
SAC discussion that is transparent to the general public and in accordance with the City of Portland’s
public meeting laws. The Facebook Group page is administered by BPS project staff, who will only
approve ‘join’ requests from SAC members, consultants and project staff from the City of Portland.
While all postings, links and uploads to this group page will be visible to the general public, the general
public will not be able to ‘join’ the group or communicate with any SAC member through this online
forum.
By approving SAC member access to this group, it is implicit that all participating SAC members agree
to the following:








This group is a forum to share and discuss existing conditions, issues, best practices, concepts
and strategies related to residential housing. BPS project staff are not moderating this forum,
but may share relevant information periodically.
SAC members can post statements and questions, links and images (photos, diagrams, sketches,
etc…), and also comment on these postings made by other group members.
SAC members will create no other online forum (other Facebook groups or pages, forums on
other website, etc…) for SAC discussion.
All postings (statements and questions, links and images) are considered public record and
should not be removed or edited at any time.
Report significant SAC Facebook group conversations and/or key findings at SAC meetings
(recaps of SAC Facebook group conversations will not be performed by BPS project staff).
Applicable ground rules that apply in SAC meetings also apply here.

City of Portland Recommended Social Media Etiquette
 Stick to your area of expertise.
 Post meaningful, respectful comments—no spam and no remarks that are off-topic or offensive.
 Always pause and think before posting.
 Respect proprietary information and content and confidentiality.
 When disagreeing with others' opinions, be appropriate and polite.
 If you make a mistake, admit it. Be upfront and be quick with your correction. If you're posting
to a blog, you may choose to modify an earlier post—just make it clear that you have done so.
 Remember that what you publish will be public for a long time.
In addition, the City’s Social Media Policy and Rules apply:
 Users shall not divulge confidential information.
 Users shall not post information that would invade the privacy of others. Be thoughtful when
posting pictures and video of people. There is no expectation of privacy at a public event, but be
aware that there could be restrictions around whose photo you post depending on the
circumstance and venue. Things to consider:
o Could someone have a reasonable expectation of privacy when the photo was taken?
o Does the person know you are photographing them to post on the internet?

o


Keep copyright in mind. When using images from third parties, permission should be
obtained
Users shall not post information or opinions related to legal matters, litigation, or parties
involved in legal and litigation matters. For the purpose of this provision, “matter” means any
judicial or other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, contract,
claim, controversy, investigation, charge, accusation, arrest or other particular matter involving
a specific party or parties.

Bureaus shall not discriminate against public speech based on content or viewpoint. However, the
following prohibited content shall be removed when possible:
 Comments not topically related to the particular article being commented upon;
 Comments in support of or opposition to political campaigns or ballot measures;
 Profane language or content;
 Content that promotes, fosters, or perpetuates discrimination on the basis of race, religion,
gender, marital status, familial status, national origin, age, mental or physical disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity, source of income or other protected status under applicable law;
 Inappropriate sexual content or links to inappropriate sexual content;
 Solicitations of commerce;
 Conduct or encouragement of illegal activity;
 Private and confidential information;
 Information that may tend to compromise the safety or security of the public or public systems; or
 Content that violates a legal ownership interest of any other party.
BPS project staff will:







Promptly approve all SAC member requests to join the ‘SAC – Residential Infill Project’ Facebook
group, and deny all non-SAC member/consultant/project staff requests to join.
Answer clarification questions when requested via email by a SAC member (BPS project staff will
not be regularly monitoring Facebook group communication).
Participate in providing project updates, reminders and applicable links on existing conditions,
issues, best practices, concepts and strategies related to residential housing.
Develop photo albums for SAC/consultant/project staff use.
Take and maintain regular screenshots of SAC Facebook group conversations for public record.
When requested by a SAC member, ask any SAC member whose Facebook group
communications consistently violate the ground rules or the City’s Social Media Policy, or is
otherwise ineffective in advancing the work of the SAC, to desist in further doing so (BPS project
staff will revoke SAC Facebook group membership only when requested to do so by a majority
of SAC members, and when such member has violated the rules).

Instructions to participate in the ‘SAC – Residential Infill Project’ Facebook group:
1. Create a new personal Facebook account (recommended) at www.facebook.com (follow
prompts), or use an existing account.
2. Once logged in, search for SAC – Residential Infill Project or go to:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/SAC.PortlandResidentialInfillProject/
3. Select SAC – Residential Infill Project Public Group

4. Select Join Group, once selected, the box will then say Pending
0

5. Wait for BPS project staff to approve your request.
6. Once your request is accepted, you will see the group listed to the left, be able to freely post
communication and links, photos and videos and other files. The page will also say Joined.

7. Please contact Todd Borkowitz (todd.borkowitz@portlandoregon.gov) with any questions!

Decision Process and Engagement Schedule
Meeting/
Event

Date

Subject

Phase 1: Research/Analysis/Issue Identification
SAC #1
Tuesday Introductions
9/15
Project Overview
Members’ Intro and Vision for Project
SAC #2

Tuesday
10/6

Administrative
- Charter
- Public Officials Disclosure
- Project Process / Timeline
Scale of Houses:
- Staff Presentation

SAC #2a
(Added)

Tuesday
10/20

Scale of Houses:
- Issue Identification / Options

SAC
Saturday
Neighborhood 10/24
Walks

Neighborhood WalksInner SE (morning) and SW (afternoon)

SAC #3

Big Picture:
- Growth strategy
- Investment strategy
- Equity framework

Tuesday
11/3

Public Participation

Project updates shared:
 Sign up for project mailing list
(online, at events, or by calling
project staff)
 E-Updates sent to project
mailing list
 Project website
(news/documents)
 BPS E-newsletter (monthly)
 BPS social media sites
(Twitter, Facebook, Nextdoor)
 Project staff responds to the
public’s emails, phone calls
On-going public participation
All SAC meetings are open to the
public. There will be opportunities
to comment at each SAC meeting
(oral/written). SAC meeting
summaries will include public
comments.
SAC meeting public may attend

Alternative Housing Options:
- Intro
- Issue Identification / Options
SAC
Saturday
Neighborhood 11/14
Walks

Neighborhood Walks
East (morning) Inner N/NE (afternoon)

SAC #4a

OPTIONAL Q&A Meeting
Land Divisions vs. Lot Confirmations

Tuesday
11/17

SAC meeting public may attend

SAC #4b

Tuesday
12/1

Debrief Walks
Public Involvement Plan

SAC #5

Tuesday
1/5/16

Public Outreach #1:
Online Survey
12/9/15 – 1/12/16
(English and Spanish)

Narrow lots and lot confirmations:
- Intro
- Issue Identification / Options
Best Practices
Staff will share other cities’ approaches
for regulating infill development
Policy framework (new and current
Comp Plan, other city policies)
Principles for residential development
Principles will be explored to create a
program for the SAC charrette

Evaluation principles
City staff will work with SAC to develop
initial evaluation principles
Phase 2 & 3: Develop and Evaluate Options
SAC Charrette MidCharrette
January
A full-day design workshop that
(tbd)
creatively engages the SAC in
developing a range of concepts and
options to address key issues in infill
development, covering the three
primary concerns: scale, narrow lots,
and alternative housing options.

Opportunities designed into the
charrette for public participation
Results of online survey presented
to SAC/posted on website.

Evaluate prototypes
City staff will work with SAC to develop
initial evaluation principles (criteria)
Council Work
Session
PSC Briefing

Feb

Status Report to City Council

Feb

SAC #6

Tuesday
3/1

SAC #7

Tuesday
4/5

Status Report to Planning and
Sustainability Commission
Evaluation results:
– Scale concepts
– Alternative housing options concepts
Evaluation results:
– Narrow Lot concepts

Public updates to City Council and
Planning and Sustainability
Commission (no public testimony)

Public Events
(various)

April

Public Review on Proposed Concepts
Evaluation of Concepts/Discussion

SAC #8

Tuesday
5/3

Alternative Regulatory Approaches
With feedback from the SAC and results
of public input potential options will be
refined into conceptual approaches for
regulating residential infill.

Phase 4: Draft Code
SAC #9
Tuesday
6/7
SAC #10
Tuesday
7/5
SAC #11
Tuesday
8/2
Public Event
Nov
(various)

PSC and City
Council
Meetings

Code issues:
– Scale
Code issues:
– Alternative housing options
Code issues:
– Narrow lots
Public Review on Discussion Draft
Concepts and Draft Code Language

Legislative Review:
 Planning and Sustainability
Commission (PSC)
 Portland City Council

Public Outreach #2:
 Online open house/survey
 Presentations to stakeholder
groups
 Q & A sessions, smaller outreach
events

Public Outreach #3:
 Q & A sessions, smaller
outreach events
 Presentations to
stakeholder groups
Public Testimony
PSC and City Council will hold
public hearing(s) as part of their
review of the project.

City of Portland
Bureau of Development Services

LOT CONFIRMATION/PROPERTY LINE ADJUSTMENT TASKFORCE
White Paper – September 2008
Executive Summary
Responding to complaints about development on pre-existing lots less than 36' wide and/or less
than 3,000 sq. ft., the Planning Bureau and BDS convened a stakeholder task force to examine
code issues with pre-existing narrow lots in the R5 zone. These issues had already been
extensively discussed by City Council in 2003, and Zoning Code changes occurred at that time.
The 2003 code changes represent a compromise of interests:
•
•
•
•

Allowances for narrow infill homes in the R5 zone were continued;
Additional standards were established to discourage demolition of existing housing;
Additional design standards were created to improve compatibility with existing homes;
The Living Smart program was created to provide an expedited path for good design.

The mission of the stakeholder group was not to revisit the compromises that were made in
2003, but to examine concerns that have arisen since that time. Specifically, there is a growing
awareness that there have been several unintended outcomes as a result of the current code:
•
•
•

Demolition is still occurring often where these pre-existing lots are located;
The specific wording of the code has had some unintended consequences, allowing
some new development to avoid design standards established in 2003;
Several aspects of the current code have been difficult for BDS to interpret, leading to
inconsistent outcomes, and legal challenges.

The stakeholder group examined these issues and identified possible solutions. Consensus
was not reached, but there may be several areas where compromise is possible. Staff have
recommended several refinements to the current code to address the issues identified (see
summary below, and attached table). Not all of the suggested changes are supported by all
members of the stakeholder group, but they represent viable options to explore.
Issue/Interests
Vacancy
Lot Configuration/Shape
Density
Design/Compatibility
Neighborhood Contact
Grandfathering of
Existing Lots
Affordable Development
Process Consistency

Summary of Staff Proposal (see attached table for details)
Refine 5-year vacancy rule to add blight exception, clarify for minor encroachments.
Change how lot width is measured to eliminate “boot-shaped lot” opportunities.
Map R5 areas with pre-existing plats where the lots are less than 36' wide and/or less
than 3000 sq. ft., study urban services/infrastructure impacts.
Greater flexibility on corner sites, allow smaller interior setbacks and parking in front
setback, disallow garages on the front façade of homes less than 22 feet wide.
Post pending lot confirmation and PLA applications and site plans on the web.
Use two track lot confirmation process, where confirmation of “lots” is streamlined, and
confirmation of “lots of record” is more rigorous. Refine “when primary structures are
allowed” regulations to establish an absolute minimum lot size of 2500 sq. ft.
Develop additional Living Smart prototypes that are more modest and more affordable.
See grandfathering suggestions above.

Background
•

In 1919 the Oregon Legislature authorized cities to create planning commissions, and
gave them the power to establish municipal review of new subdivision plats, and
regulate zoning.

•

Portland adopted its first Zoning Code in 1924, though lot size was not regulated in the
first code.

•

The regulation of lot size is a
fundamental element of most
present-day Zoning Codes. In
Portland, lot size regulations have
existed for single-family zones
since 1945.

•

Large sections of Portland were
subdivided before 1945. In many
areas a pattern of 25' x 100' or
33'x100' lots was created. Many of
these areas were subsequently
developed at a density of 1 home
for every 2 or 3 lots, and zoned R5
or R7.

The original 1890 plat of the Portsmouth Subdivision

•

Although the application of zoning is relatively recent, the process of surveying and
laying out lots in a city, and obtaining official approval of those new lots, is not a recent
innovation. The subdivision surveying process pre-dates the American legal system.

•

Once a lot is created, it remains a distinct unit of land, which may be bought and sold.
This principle is described in Oregon State Law (ORS Chapter 92).

•

In many places simple 2-lot or 3-lot land divisions may be accomplished through a less
complicated approval process called a "partition." Portland did not begin formally
reviewing partitions until July 26, 1979. As a result, lots created before that date are
considered "lots of record.” Today, in Portland, both subdivisions and partitions are
subject to the same basic Zoning requirements.

•

State Law allows the boundaries between two abutting lots to be shifted through a
Property Line Adjustment (aka "PLA" or "lot line adjustment"). Property Line
Adjustments are reviewed by the City to ensure continued compliance with lot size and
other Zoning/Building Code standards. Portland began reviewing Property Line
Adjustments in 1979.
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•

Between 1979 and 2002, density and lot size were coupled. R5 meant 1 unit per 5,000
square feet of site area and the minimum lot size for a new lot was 5,000 square feet.

•

Beginning July 1, 2002, density and lot size
were decoupled. R5 kept the same density of 1
unit per 5,000 square feet of site area, but lot
sizes could range from 3,000 square feet for
8,500 square feet.

•

Lot size regulations are implemented today in
two ways: 1) when new lots are created through
a subdivision or partition; and 2) when building
permits are reviewed. The existing code reflects
these two situations, in Chapter 33.610, Lots in
RF Through R5 Zones, and Chapter 33.110,
Single-dwelling Residential Zones.

•

•

Typical “skinny house” development that occurred
in late 1990’s through 2003

Chapter 33.610 of the Zoning Code regulates
the size of new lots created through the subdivision or
partition process. Since 2002 these regulations have
allowed a flexible range of lot sizes. For example, in the R5
(Residential 5,000) zone, new lots may be between 3,000
and 8,500 square feet - though the overall maximum density
must be no greater than approximately one lot per 5,000
square feet. This allows new lots to vary in size so that
existing homes and natural resources don't have to be
sacrificed for the sake of maintaining a perfect grid of lots
that are all the same size. Before 2002 density and lot size
standards were coupled (for example, R5 meant a density of
1 lot per 5,000 square feet, and the minimum lot size was
5,000 square feet).
Section 33.110.212 of the Zoning Code establishes minimum
lot sizes for the development of pre-existing lots or lots of
record, many of which were created well before 1979. These
rules allow some pre-existing small lots to be developed, even
if they do not meet today's lot size or density standards. The
intent of this code section is to allow some level of fairness
("grandfathering") for property owners who have owned lots
legally established before the Zoning Code regulated lot size.
The standards discourage demolition of existing structures as
infill occurs, and govern the design of buildings on narrow lots
(those less than 36 feet wide) and small lots (those less than
3000 square feet) in the R5 zone. There is an allowance in the
R5 for development of lots that have been vacant for more
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Example of “skinny house” meeting
post-2003 design standards

The Higgins Living Smart design

than 5 years (the “5-year rule”). The process of confirming that a lot or lot of record is
buildable under these standards is called “Lot Confirmation.”
•

Rising land values in Portland have put more development pressure on these preexisting smaller lots and other small lots of record, particularly in the R5 zone. Recent
regulatory changes impacting these issues are summarized in the attached table at the
end of this report. In 2003, Portland adopted several new design standards, and in 2004
sponsored the "Living Smart" design contest as a way to encourage better infill design of
the "skinny houses" that are often built on lots less than 36' wide.

Scope of Work
The Bureau of Development Services and the Bureau of Planning have heard a number of
neighborhood concerns over the past year about infill development on pre-existing lots that
are less than 36' wide and/or less than 3,000 sq. ft. Sometimes, these lots are 25'x100', and
in other cases they have different dimensions. For example, in some parts of the University
Park neighborhood, these lots are 33.3'x100'. In some areas, the complaints have been
about development that is clearly allowed under current City code. For example,
development of 25 x 100 lots in the R2.5 zone is consistent with the City's Comprehensive
Plan. It was not the charge of this group to re-visit the basic policies of the Comprehensive
Plan, which do promote infill development, while balancing the desire to preserve
neighborhood character. However, City staff has observed some unintended consequences
of the current code which have lead to unexpected infill development on pre-existing small
lots in the R5 zone. Some of this development activity may go beyond the intent of City
Council's 2003 decisions. In particular, the 5-year waiting period has not been as much of a
disincentive to demolition as was hoped. In addition, some builders have reconfigured lot
lines through a property line adjustment in ways that avoid the "skinny house" design
standards adopted by City Council in 2003.
The charge of this task force was to examine Zoning Code Section 33.110.212, investigate
and describe situations that allow unanticipated demolition and development in the R5 zone,
and discuss recommendations for future Zoning Code amendments, if deemed appropriate
by the taskforce.

The Task Force
BDS and Planning staff invited a group of 15 people representing affected neighborhood
associations, homebuilders, and consultants to discuss the issues surrounding lot
confirmations and redevelopment in the R5 zone. A facilitator from the Office of
Neighborhood Involvement led the meetings. The task group met 4 times and provided
many insights to their interests and concerns, and a number of helpful suggestions.
The task force members were: Phil Tavernier (University Park), Lorelei Juntunen (St.
Johns), Steve Rupert (Kenton), Matthew Denton (Portsmouth), George M. Bruender
(Concordia), Paul Anthony (Humboldt), Jim Williams (Mt. Scott-Arleta), Terry Griffiths
(Woodstock), Leonard Gard (SWNI), Randy Palazzo (RP & Associates), Joe Ferguson
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(Ferguson Land Surveying), Jim McCauley (Home Builders Association of Metropolitan
Portland), Laurie Butler (Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Portland), Mike Coyle
(Faster Permits), Jeff Fish (Fish Construction NW), Charles Stone (RP & Associates). City
staff were: Tom Carter, Jacob Brostoff, Kristin Cooper, Brett Bauer (BDS), Phil Nameny, Eric
Engstrom, Deborah Stein (Planning), Judith Mowry (ONI)
The task force met 5 times between March and August 2008. The meetings covered the
following topics:
•

Meeting 1 – March 19. Reviewed scope of task force and background information. Staff
briefed the group on legal issues, state of current codes, and policy framework. The
group reviewed examples of the issue (photos, plat maps and zoning maps).

•

Meeting 2 - April 16. Identified stakeholder interests. Reviewed additional photos that
illustrate the issue.

•

Meeting 3 - May 7. Discussed stakeholder interests. Staff presented options that have
been discussed within the bureaus, brainstormed solutions.

•

Meeting 4 - June 4. Reviewed matrix of possible solutions, identified stakeholder
preferences and interests surrounding options. Discussed bundling of solutions.
Discussed next steps.

•

Meeting 5 – August 26. Reviewed and discussed the draft white paper. Discussed next
steps.

Interests
Over the course of discussion, staff identified nine interests, listed below. There was not
shared agreement on the relative weight and validity of these interests, but they represent
the primary concerns, and the range of opinions within the group.
1. Vacancy and Demolitions: Neighborhood representatives recognize the need for
demolition of structures in some instances, but still feel that demolition of sound housing
needs to be discouraged. On the other hand, lots were being left vacant as a result of
the “5-year rule” which many members of the task force agreed was undesirable.
2. Lot Configuration: The current regulations are resulting in irregular lot shapes that
require special legal agreements, such as easements. Boundary conflicts could arise
from the difference between how property boundaries appear to exist and how they
actually exist on paper.
3. Density: In parts of the city that are zoned R5 but platted into 25’x100’ or 33.3'x100' lots,
the lot confirmation and property line adjustment process has resulted in unplanned
development at greater than R5 density. There is some concern that this undermines
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the Comprehensive Plan, adopted Neighborhood Plans, and the infrastructure planning
process.
4. Design: The narrow lot design standards (Additional Development Standards, Chapter
33.110.213) can be avoided by using the Property Line Adjustment process to establish
irregularly shaped lots that technically fit the code’s definition of a standard lot, but still
have a narrow building site. Neighborhood representatives want to ensure quality
design of homes on these lots, but developers feel that some of the narrow lot design
standards can be a barrier to good design and affordability. Neighborhood
representatives are also concerned about detached, narrow houses with 10' between
structures (5' setbacks). They feel that this development pattern is undesirable.
5. Neighborhood Notification: Currently, neighbors receive no notification when a lot
confirmation or property line adjustment occurs. Neighbors would like to at least be
aware of the development activity in their neighborhood before it occurs and possibly
have the opportunity to comment on development activity. Developers are concerned
about procedures that could create project delays which impact housing affordability.
6. Grandfathering of Existing Lots: It is unclear whether these pre-existing lots less than
36' wide and/or less than 3,000 sq. ft. were ever intended to be buildable individually.
Some questioned whether lots smaller than the minimum size should be allowed to be
developed. This question is further complicated by properties composed of remnants of
originally platted lots (lots of record). A clearer process is needed to determine when a
lot of record is buildable. However, it should not be impossible to rebuild a home that is
accidentally destroyed just because it was located on a remnant of a platted lot.
7. Opportunities for Affordable Infill Development: Narrow and small lots potentially
provide an opportunity to create affordable housing, but increased regulations on these
developments, along with market forces, could make them less affordable. The homes
being created may be less affordable than the homes they are replacing. Some
questioned the affordability of Living Smart homes.
8. Process Consistency: The procedures to complete lot confirmations, property line
adjustments, and land divisions are substantially different. The costs, number of
standards, and level of public participation is significantly greater with land divisions.
The impact of a lot confirmation and a land division on the community is similar: both
have infrastructure implications, and both result in a new home site becoming available.
The difference in procedure causes public confusion and frustration. Homebuilders are
very concerned with the costs and amount of time involved to complete a standard land
division. On the other hand, the lot confirmation process is not very predictable, and
some homebuilders have been surprised by changing interpretations of the current rules.
9. Tree Preservation: The lot confirmation process confirms buildable vacant lots without
the provisions to preserve existing trees on the vacant land that are required in new land
divisions. The group generally agreed that this issue should be forwarded to the
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Planning Bureau’s ongoing Tree Code Improvement Project, and would not be resolved
by this taskforce.

Areas of Partial Agreement
The task force did not arrive at a clear consensus to
resolve the issues identified. But compromise and
potential resolution appear possible for several
issue areas. The discussions provided insights that
can be used to inform future policy development. It
is important to note that many of the taskforce
participants felt making tradeoffs among the various
issues may be possible. Several themes emerged
that could form the basis of compromise:
1. Commitment to regional growth
management: Most of the task force
seemed to support the City’s general
strategy of avoiding suburban sprawl and
UGB expansion by allowing infill development.
However, there was disagreement about the form
that infill should take, and to what extent that infill
should extend into R5 neighborhoods. Some
questioned if the “skinny houses” were needed to
meet the City’s density goals. On the other hand,
most agreed that provision of affordable housing
and opportunities to redevelop properties with
nonviable housing in neighborhoods was
important. Neighborhood stakeholders did
not assume that their neighborhood would
remain an unchanging static environment.

Example without front-facing garage.

Example of lot confirmation site on a corner, where
wider 50x50 lots are possible.

2. "5-year rule": Although neighborhoods are
very concerned about demolition of viable
housing, there appears to be some
agreement (though not universal) that the “5year rule” could be modified. Elimination of
the waiting period would probably not be
supported by all.
Example of shared driveway with garages in back.

3. Garage and driveway design: Most of the
group agreed that there are design issues
concerning how the driveway and garage are designed on these skinny lots. From the
homebuilder’s perspective, there appears to be willingness to consider other designs
that avoid a garage-dominated front façade, and there is some concern that the current
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code (or future standards) may get in the way of creative solutions. From the
neighborhood perspective, many people would be more accepting of the new infill
houses if they were more compatible with surrounding homes, which often have front
porches without a garage on the front façade. Some members of the task force
suggested that improving design standards could open the door to broader compromise.
4. 50'x50' vs. 25'x100': The group generally agreed that two 50x 50 lots on a corner site
leads to a better design than two 25 x 100 lots on a mid-block site. This suggests that
some relaxation of regulations on corner sites might be part of a compromise, if design
standards were strengthened at the same time.
5. Attached vs. Detached: Some neighborhood stakeholders suggested a preference for
attached homes or duplexes (rather than two narrower detached homes), because the
mass/bulk of the attached homes would better reflect the pattern of the surrounding
homes. They suggested creating code incentives for attached houses and duplexes,
and/or discouraging narrow, detached houses. The current code already allows attached
homes on these lots, although Bureau of Development Services staff have generally
seen far more detached homes than attached homes in these situations.
6. Side setbacks: Some members of the group felt that side setbacks on narrow lots might
be relaxed, to allow the homes to be slightly wider. One issue is that the "skinny" homes
tend to extend fairly deep into the lot, which reduces the size of the back yard, and
impacts privacy on abutting lots. Having reduced side setbacks might allow a wider but
shallower floor plan, and larger back yards. Wider homes might also allow larger front
porches.

Staff Recommendation
The attached table identifies a list of suggested changes that could be made to improve the
current standards that apply to pre-existing lots that are either less than 36' wide or less than
3,000 sq. ft. in the R5 zone. Some of these changes would liberalize standards to allow some
of the creative design approaches not currently allowed. Other changes would impose
additional design restrictions aimed at improving design compatibility with the surrounding
neighborhood. Staff believes that only a balanced package of amendments will be viable. A
package of code amendments that focused entirely on adding further design restrictions would
likely be opposed by the homebuilders, and may be contrary to City policy that encourages
affordable infill development. On the other hand, a package of amendments that focused
entirely on clarifying confusing code identified by BDS, and addressing common builder
concerns would probably not be supported by neighborhoods. In addition to code refinements,
there are several program refinements suggested. This list is preliminary in nature, and does
not represent a summary of the stakeholder group consensus. These are staff
recommendations designed to explore areas where compromise seems most viable.
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Issue/Interests

Staff Proposal

Vacancy

Refine 5-year vacancy rule to allow exception if house is
run-down and blighted (this could be established by
showing a structure to land value ratio from tax records),
OR allow waiver of 5-year rule with neighborhood
approval and notice.

Avoid encouraging vacant lots.
Discourage demolition of sound housing.
Allow demolition/replacement of blighted
buildings that cannot be salvaged.

Redefine vacant to exclude situations where a minor
encroachment disqualifies a lot from being considered
vacant. Examples: porches, side-stairway bays, bay
windows, attached garages, etc. Clarify that minor
modification of existing structures to remove these minor
projections from the abutting lot is not demolition.

Lot Configuration/Shape

Change the way lot width is measured to eliminate
“boot-shaped lot”, which allows narrow building sites to
be developed without being subject to the Additional
Development Standards adopted in 2003.
(this is already proposed through the RICAP 4 project)

Avoid irregular lot shapes that tend to create
ownership disputes or require additional layers
of legal agreements to remain functional
(easements).
Ensure lot shapes do not undermine
established neighborhood housing patterns.
Density
Create predictable density outcomes for
neighbors, applicants, and infrastructure
planning.

As part of the Portland Plan, direct the Planning Bureau
to map R5 areas that are platted with lots less than 36'
wide and/or less than 3,000 sq. ft., and study urban
services/infrastructure. Can the infrastructure support
potential levels of infill development? Are additional
infrastructure investments necessary?

Avoid complex code provisions that have the
effect of re-zoning a neighborhood.
Maintain housing choices in the neighborhood,
and policies needed to avoid UGB expansion.
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Issue/Interests

Staff Proposal

Design/Compatibility

Allow greater flexibility for new detached homes on
corner sites, by allowing a swivel PLA that results in one
lot being smaller than the other, as long as both
adjusted lots will still be at least 1,900 sq. ft, and will
have 36 feet or more of street frontage. Other
development standards would continue to apply to limit
the bulk of houses built on these small lots.

Better address design concerns on narrow lots
– with special attention to garage/driveway
location and neighborhood patterns.
Avoid standards that may become barriers to
compatible designs.

Reduce side setback from 5' to 3', while still requiring
10' between the new structures and existing structures
on abutting sites.
Allow parking spaces in the front setback when no
garage is proposed (already a RICAP 5 work plan
suggestion from other groups).
Disallow garages on the front façade of homes less than
22 feet wide. This would tend to push projects toward
attached housing forms, encourage detached garages in
back yard, or encourage parking pad in front without
garage (Planning is proposing the same standard for
new narrow lots created through a land division via
RICAP 4).
Neighborhood Contact
Ensure neighborhood and neighbors have a
mechanism to understand what’s happening as
development occurs, and have opportunity to
comment where it would have an impact.

Direct BDS to post pending lot confirmation and PLA
applications and site plans on the web, in the same
manner that final plat applications are currently posted.

Avoid procedures that delay a project that
meets established standards.
Avoid procedures that add cost to the project.
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Issue/Interests

Staff Proposal

Grandfathering of Existing Lots

Refine “when primary structures are allowed”
regulations to establish an absolute minimum lot size of
2,500 sq. ft, even if the site is vacant. Retain the current
3,000 sq. ft. minimum on lots that are not vacant. There
would still be no minimum for lots that had already been
under separate tax account by 2003.

Have a clear process to determine when a preexisting lot or lot of record is buildable.
Maintain fairness.
Make sure existing homes can be rebuilt if they
are accidentally destroyed.

Consider two track lot confirmation process, where
confirmation of “lots” is more streamlined than it is
currently, and where confirmation of “lots of record” is
more rigorous. Re-establish a Type 2 public review
process to handle cases when the deed evidence for
confirmation of a “lot of record” is not clear, or when the
lot of record being confirmed will be below 2,500 square
feet.
Clarify the nonconforming rights status of small lots or
lots of record already developed with houses.

Opportunities for Affordable Development
Continue to allow development of small lots
that accommodate affordable small entry-level
homes
Avoid standards that are in conflict with
affordability
Process Consistency
Reduce confusion in process, reduce number
of legal challenges, and increase predictability.
Address disconnect of development standards
that apply to new lots vs. old lots (trees cited as
one example).

See parking, side-setback, and corner lot proposals
above.
Develop additional Living Smart prototypes that are
more modest and more affordable, using value
engineering and less expensive materials. Consider
example at 3937 N Michigan (single-story cottage-style
house without a garage).
See grandfathering suggestions above. Those
suggestions would establish a clearer limit on number of
lots of record that may be buildable in a given
neighborhood, and would help resolve uncertainty about
how to handle certain “lot of record” confirmations.
Direct Planning Bureau to evaluate impact of lot
confirmations on tree canopy, as part of Tree Code
Improvement Project. Suggest that the Tree Code
Improvement Project consider flexible setback
standards to encourage tree preservation.
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History of Narrow Lot House Development in Portland
Early 1900’s

Pockets of land now in the City of Portland were platted as 25-feetwide by 100-feet-deep lots.

Until 1981

House construction on 25-foot-wide lots was allowed; however,
most houses were built on 50-foot-wide parcels.

1981-1991

Zoning regulations prohibited new houses on 25-foot-wide lots.

1991-2003

New regulations allowed construction of houses on 25-foot-wide
lots. Some sound housing was demolished and replaced with
narrow houses at twice the density allowed in the R5 zone.
Neighbors were concerned about the demolitions and about the
compatibility of narrow houses in existing, developed
neighborhoods.

July 10, 2003

City Council established additional design standards for new
houses on narrow lots, although they did not accept Planning
Commission’s recommendation to establish minimum lot sizes in
the R5 zone. Commissioner Randy Leonard directed the Bureau of
Development Services to initiate a design competition to explore a
nonregulatory approach to higher-quality designs of narrow lot
houses.

September 10, 2003

City Council passed a resolution directing the Bureau of Planning to
develop a compromise proposal to prevent demolition of houses, to
promote affordable housing, ensure design compatibility, and to
allow detached houses on small lots in multi-family zones.

November 14, 2003

City Council adopted regulations that deter demolition of houses on
platted narrow lots by establishing minimum lot sizes for
development on existing lots.

December 10, 2003

City Council established an exception to the minimum lot sizes for
development on existing “vacant” lots.

February 2004

City Council adopted regulations to expand the provisions to allow
detached housing on small lots in rowhouse and multi-family zones.

June – December 2004

The City of Portland sponsored a competition attracting 426 entries
from 22 countries. The judged competition produced two
publications: Designs of Excellence Monograph and the Portland
Catalogue of Narrow Lot Houses. Four People’s Choice designs
were included in the catalogue. The winning house designs contain
components that serve as ideas for development options on narrow
lots.

2005

Bureau of Development Services worked with two of the People’s
Choice winners to develop their designs as ready-to-build plan sets
available for permitting in Portland.

January – March 2006

Bureau of Planning and Bureau of Development Services staff
proposed zoning code changes to facilitate construction of the two
ready-to-build house designs.

March 15, 2006

The Portland City Council approved the proposed zoning code
amendments and two permit-ready house designs.

